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Hello folks and welcome one and all to the Newsletter.
First of all, let me wish you all Happy Christmas and a Happy
New Year. After what can only be described as one of the best
Ever Newsletters (in my humble opinion), this month we fall back
Down with a bump once again. The world has a shocking way
Of bringing reality back into perspective and as you’ll see later.
I’ll be honest, I wasn’t really up for writing this, as I lost my mojo
And then two tragic events happened and I felt I had to write
something on both. Now please don’t think, I’m depressive
because I’m not, just not exactly full of xmas cheer.
In this edition of the Newsletter:
• We look back on the afterglow of the OMM and what
has happened subsequently happened.
• We have a strange tale from about retrieving with a
Bicycle from Richard Parry .
• Sad news with the passing of Andy Richardson.
• Phil Dunnington suddenly dies of Covid.
• The end of a beautiful relationship with Icom UK.
• Time Lapse – a voyage of discovery at Savernake Forrest.
• Opportunities open up for sponsorship.
• Ed Speak- decisions are coming .
• Two Hops and a Calf – a nostalgic look back on a
remarkable winters day of hopping with a twist.
• Gallery Photos – four personal favourites to keep you
going during these non-flyable winter months

Ed Speak – Am I staring
the end of the
Newsletter in sight?
The Features Section :
A voyage of Discovery
at Savernake Forrest.
Phil Dunnington
Andy Richardson
Hereford Hills and a bike
Two hops and a Calf
Sponsorship?
HomebuildingEmpty
New Balloons
None this month
Second hand News
G-CISD
Interesting Photos /
Gallery pages.
Four old favourite shots
To keep you going
during the winter
months
Manufacturer / Event
News

Anything for future inclusion to the usual email address please.
steve.roake33@gmail.com many thanks in advance.

Icicle 2022 is cancelled
along with Chateau
D’oex
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Ed Speak- I’m beginning to think my time writing Newsletters is nearly over.
Let’s start by saying, this is in no way a sob story and I’m looking for sympathy.
However, after a month where I was genuinely buoyed up with hopping ,
circumstances have changed that make me question whether or not I can be
bothered to continue writing these Newsletters.
Before you judge, please remember I’ve been doing this since 2004 and
the slog of trying each and every month to find content is at best waring and at
worst horrendous.
The loss of both sponsors of the site is also a factor which weighs quite
heavily on my mind as I have no support (both economically and emotionally)
towards carrying on. I am generally a glass half full kind of person but feel
currently that perhaps I may have given all I can to sustaining this community.
I have always shouldered the costs of the site and the hosting but kind of don’t
want to moving forward anymore. I’ve tried a bit of merchandising and found
some success( in a limited capacity), but after all these years the thing is just
going to plod along as always with no sustainability , then the question is why
bother? It’s hard enough to get you the readers to send in articles for inclusion
without thinking about some form of revenue stream.
I would put this publication right up there as on a level with “Aerostat” for
topical content and industry news and insight and yet that publication is run by
a paid editor who earns enough to make a living out of his endeavours.
So, what is the answer? If anyone has any bright ideas please feel free to
suggest them to me as I am devoid of the path ahead. If anyone wants to take
on the Newsletter as a task please let me know as I think there is demand for this
style of news outlet, or if anyone wants to share the load once again I’m open
to suggestions that would bring the quality higher.
I was once suggested that some form of subscription might be the way
forward but have no technical idea of how this might work . Again, anyone with
detailed knowledge of this feel free to get in touch. Such a shame to be like this
at a time when every man and woman is after getting their hands-on hoppers
and the scarcity of supply have never been bigger.
Then just around publication time, came news of the death of Phil
Dunnington. The creator of the OMM sadly has passed on, tops off a bad
month.
But listen, Happy xmas from me, and hope you have a good new year.
Steve Roake
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2, Features Section
A Voyage of Discovery-, Savernake Forrest 24th September 2005
In a blast from the past, I’d like to take you back to 24th September 2005 when a
raw Hopper Pilot with barely 66hours total experience was contemplating his first
free flight in a Hopper. The occasion was a special meet created By Rob Cross
for balloonists by balloonists called the Harvest Moon Meet. This was a back to
basics , non-sponsored, simple turn up and fly event which really galvanised the
ballooning community who at that time were sick to death of the same old stuff.
Sure, I was writing this kind of stuff in the Newsletters but at that stage had yet to
release myself from “terra firma” when it came to hopping in my own craft.
The only previous experience I had had was the previous January in
Mauterndorf, Austria where the hopper I flew ran out of gas after 20 mins nearly
killing me (G-IMAN).
I remember the day implicitly, just like it was yesterday since it would be a
day I’d never forget for more reasons than it should have. I was the proud owner
of G-BSDV a 1980’s Colt 31A which I’d tethered under my brand spanking new
Mark 2 Lindstrand Hopper bottom end. I had an idea of what to do- who didn’t
? Id had plenty of tethering in LBL demo hoppers and a trial tether in Tony
Bubb’s G-EECO LBL25A but had yet to release the ropes and free fly. However,
theory is one thing, practical experience is another as I would find out.

Four Musketeers
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The thing you don’t know it that my bottom end had been modified to suit the
envelope. Because I knew nothing about hopping, I thought as the envelope
had turning vents the seat unit would be better suited to the craft if it was fixed
in position. Therefore, the normally rotating ring had the bearings replaced by
fixed fittings (that fortunately I could return to swivelling configuration later).
Imagine the scene, here we were at this meet with Kevin Tanner, John
Hilditch , Neil Ivison and myself all hopping so we thought it would be great to fly
together on the morning in question. I hitched up to my trusty Subaru Legacy
car, and inflated in preparation to fly. With me was Jolly Jack Reddall my crew
guy, and we got the iconic photo (above) of the four of us in a row. Then it was
time to fly. Off we went in unison and I practised a few small turns with the
rotation vents before making an approach to land . The others were ahead of
me so didn’t witness my cock up. As I came in for around a six-knot attempt at
my first ever landing I hadn’t orientated the balloon sufficiently enough and at
last moment thought better of my choice to land. This was after I had
completely turned over my ankle nearly breaking my foot as I was heading
directly towards my chosen path. The pain was immense and yet I had to fly on.
Next John Hilditch was ahead of me seemingly playing around in some trees.
What I didn’t know was he had got himself stuck in them and was burning madly
trying to get out. My whole flight was only 45 mins duration over 3.2nm but I’d
learnt so much about what not to do.
As I arrived in Wooten Rivers for my full stop landing , Jack was present to
be on scene as I orientated the craft better and made my first proper drag
landing. Suffice to say shortly afterwards, the turning vent lines were quickly
disabled and the bearings added to my bottom end and swivelling became
the norm.
To that point, my track record read like a wrecking book. Two flights , two
near death experiences , and a mere one hour and 5 mins experience.
Things could only get better, but suffice to say I’ d never forget the Harvest
Moon balloon festival, and having already broken an ankle in 1982 (whilst
playing football), I had no great desire to repeat the process with my crude
attempts to gain experience.
Some of the best stories are those where we have proved how human
we are and how we fail, send in some of your mishaps and share. One more in a
moment from Richard Parry.
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An interesting tale from Richard Parry
Just after the OMM, I got a message from Richard Parry along the lines of, “I
must send you my interesting tale of the time I used a bicycle for my retrieve”. I
thought not too much about this as people have variously attached fold up
cycles to their rigs and flown, cycling home to get their retrieve vehicles and
returning to pick up the balloon later.
Then the photos arrived. I replied that many thanks for the photographs
but surely there is a story attached to them? Richard didn’t want to elaborate
for fears that the Civil Aviation Authority(CAA) might want to have a word.
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Richard flies this vibrant Ultramagic H-31 G-CKBJ since 2017, and can often be
seen around in the skies near his home in Worcestershire and in his desire to
achieve his flight, decided on one occasion that he could facilitate his own
retrieve by taking a bicycle with him to return home with to get his vehicle.
Now I’m not saying things didn’t go quite as planned but the next photo tells a
story.

Said Bike

All Richard would say on the subject was this. If you are ever in the Hereford Hills
region and you overhear a couple of farmers discussing how Farmer Giles has a
poplar tree at the end of his drive with a bike in it and he doesn’t know how it
arrived , you can smile knowingly. Many thanks to Richard for the Tale. of
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farmers mention that Farmer Giles has a bike in his popular tree at the end of his drive and he doesn’t ile

Phil Dunnington
I was just on the verge of publishing the November Newsletter when right out of
the blue we heard of the death of Phil Dunnington. This was a man who
influenced all aspects of ballooning in a lifetime of giving to the ballooning
community.
Having last seen and spoke to Phil at the One Man Meet (an event he
instigated), it came as a shock to many that he had died of complications
connected to the dreaded Covid decease. Unknown to all, and rightly kept
private, Phil had been battling leukaemia since 2013 and died doing what he
loved best – flying in Jordon.
Phil who featured fairly recently in our “People in Hopping” feature (
Newsletter Number 126 June 2020) was a real advocate of lighter than air flying
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One of Phil’s obsessions was creating a hopper light enough to take on an
airplane as luggage. Thinking out of the box meant he created this Cameron Z31 G-CBIH which was unique in respect that the envelope split into two and
could be assembled on the launch field being joined by the Equator. This with
bespoke luggage could then be carried onboard the plane as each part was
under 30kilos in weight.
For me, The greatest gift from Phil and Allie, was the instigation of the One
Man Meet back in 1984. I asked him recently how many he had attended being
the host from 1984 until 2012, and he responded with 32 times, which still showed
his enthusiasm having been the person who spent time organising the events.
He also shared a passion with Allie and good friend Peter Bish in trying to
fly in the most countries of any person and to this end invested in “Betty”, their
twin-engine Beech 18 airplane which had a small portable system onboard with
which to extend their remarkable record. They also shared a passion for trying to
fly uninterrupted once a month, every month which lead to a remarkable total.
Phil had a biggish fleet of balloons and updated his hopper on a fairly
frequent basis with G-CIPD Cameron O-31 being the latest variant.
I would just like to state publicly, everyone’s thanks for the memories and
the contribution of Phil Dunnington and surely his love and affection for
everything ballooning connected will be surely missed . RIP Mr One Man Meet .
Andy Richardson
It is horrible to hear of another Covid related passing, but unfortunately this is
true of Andy Richardson. A thoroughly decent man who loved every aspect of
balloon flying from Hot Air Airships right through to hoppers, Andy had a love for
them each and every one.
In his prime, Andy took on rebuilding Adams Balloons getting type
certification on a brand which had a great reputation and then turned himself
towards Cloudhoppers setting up Solo Systems and the remarkable value for
money which was the Ace.
Whilst I may have never actually met the man, we spoke on a regular basis and
with great joy Andy signed up to back the Cloudhoppers brand. His passion for
small light weight ballooning was undiminished and he was gently emerging as
a major player in this niche.
With complete systems for $10,000 he had sent s tsunami of a tidal wave
through the current players and from what I heard from all who flew them , they
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are a lasting legacy to a man who has been cruelly taken and will be surely
missed not only by his family (to who we send sincere condolences) but to the
wider ballooning community who will miss this giant of a man.
The world will be a poorer place for this loss and I feel I have lost a close friend
and confident. RIP Sir and thank you for your contribution.
3, Homebuilding Section –
Nothing has come to light that is in process that we don’t know about currently.
Normally you’d hear snippets at something like the Icicle Balloon Meet (which
has just been cancelled), so I guess those in build continue at their own pace
and when we have more I will let you know.
4, New BalloonsAgain, nothing to report . Omni variant of the Covid virus has shut down a lot of
people’s plans and I guess future purchases could be reflecting this. I’m sure
things will pick up but in unprecedented times, other things take on greater
importance than renewing your balloon or buying a new one. Hopefully the
impact on all the manufacturers will be minimal.

5, Second Hand Balloons
The only second-hand activity I’ve heard of recently involves Paul Coman who
got the bug at the OMM and has purchased the Sackville 31 G-CISD. The craft
which is full kit including collapsible basket and burner comes with an envelope
that has only 20 odd hours on it. We wish him well with his super new purchase.
On the second-hand market currently, there are a few older craft available
including a Scandinavian Colt. G-BHIG is a proper old Colt 31A in yellow being
sold by Oscar Lindstroem in Sweden. Not flown since 2010 the envelope comes
with a mere 50 odd hours on it .
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G-CISD Sackville 31,Photo by Tim Wilkinson
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6, Manufacturer/ Event News.
Sad News. Due to the current tsunami of Omicron version of the Covid Virus and
its growth rate, the Icicle Refrozen Balloon meet has joined the Chateau D’oex
event in cancelling. Probably the right call in the circumstances and the
organisers need praising for their decisiveness but unfortunately another downer
for anyone who loves this post-Christmas gathering.
7, Gallery
A selection of my favourite hopper photographs to keep you amused during
these long flightless evenings.

Doing my thing at the fiesta for my sponsor.
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Truly atmospheric OMM 2021

Everyone’s dream winter flight
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Still yet to see this in the flesh, but probably the nicest home built
Hopper I’ve come across . G-CJIP belonging to Chris Sainger-Davies.
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8, An old tale but a great funny One – Two Hops and a C(H)alf.
Please forgive me if you have heard this tale before, but I wanted to end 2021
on a more light-hearted note, and this is a story isn’t in my book (still a great
read and available please ask me directly where to get it from). I have no idea
why it isn’t, but hey no time like the present to relay the story in all its glory.
The year is 2006, it’s the fourth of November and one of those typical fairly
benign winters mornings. I had arranged with two close friends who were up for
crewing for me to meet up at a friends Farm in Buriton near Petersfield in
Hampshire around 7am. The weather looked as though the whole day was
going to be similar with around 5-8 knots wind , fairly low visibility (but legal) and
an overnight frost to boot.
In 2006 I was running a trusty Subaru legacy Outback and for some
strange reason I decided to load into the boot a second fuel tank (just in case
there was a chance to sneak in a second flight (an ambition I had on my
bucket list for a while).
We arrived at the site for around 7am , did the pleasantries with my friend
the land owner who was always keen to see balloons launch from his land, and
then started a very relaxed set up to fly. At that time, I had just under 90 hours P1
and under 10 in a hopper so was still anxious to ensure I got everything just right.
I remember the inflation went well , I got into the seat ok , got comfortable and
was passed my instruments including my relatively new home-made instrument
pod. I took off at 07-45am.
As I left the launch field, my track took me over the south downs just east of
Queen Elizabeth park by the A3 and further towards the coastline. I remember
cloud base was ten tenths at just over 1200feet so I had decided not to do
anything too mad and fly fairly low and just enjoy the flight. My envelope (at
that time) was an eighties Colt 31A G-BSDV which was bright orange all over.
Now low level in the lee of the downs (protected by the hills from the prevailing
winds) I enjoyed the flight for what it was , always trying to do a flight of around
an hour duration. When looking back you see I only flew 1.9nm it seems like
nothing , but I clearly remember all the parts of the flight, such as seeing signs for
Compton (which was a different one to the one I knew near Reading) .
Butser Hill near the Queen Elizabeth Park has a whacking great aerial on
the top( easily distinguished from the A3), and I was fairly close to this so was
paying great attention. But as soon as I had clearly this I decided to low level fly.
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Maximum speed I achieved was 6 knots and loved the fact that there was
enough to go somewhere without it being too much.
Soon enough I thought I needed to find a landing place and picked a
place called Sunwood Farm in Ditcham West Sussex where I had spotted the
farmer out and about. I arrived into a set aside field and made myself known
having flown for 55mins. Farmer was lovely, acknowledging I had picked a good
field and having presented him with a bottle of wine was told “you’d be
welcome back anytime”.
Crew arrived fairly quickly and we returned to Buriton where we all stood
around wondering where to go for breakfast? I had noted the general
conditions were the same as earlier and asked did my crew need to be
anywhere urgently since I had a second fuel tank and fancied another go.
Cloud base was higher but it was still flyable.
In our wisdom we decided to fly again and began setting up in exactly
the same spot as earlier for another go. At approximately 11-45 I charged back
into the air for another go . General direction was the same if slightly quicker
wind speed with more variation of direction and a max seen of 12.6 knots but I
had a plan . Getting over the south downs again I thought it might be great to
aim at the same farm as earlier and I had to work at my track in order to
maintain the right direction. Lee winds would make me wander with upper
winds to correct the track. 52 mins later I was in line for the same field on the
right farm and heeding the farmers words , I dumped Delta Victor into the very
same field. A laughing farmer came striding over and said He couldn’t believe it
when he saw me coming again on the same morning. However, he had a
problem and would I mind leaving my kit as was , and grabbing my gloves ,
could I give him a hand?
He led me up to his barn where once inside the problem was immediately
apparent. In front of me was a heavily pregnant Heifer with two small feet
sticking out of her arse. With tied ropes around those feet and going around
some heavy timbers, the farmer just didn’t have enough leverage to pull the
calf out. So able to assist I helped deliver the new-born and left the farmer to it.
Once again, another bottle was left for the farmer’s wife to consume and
we returned to Buriton for a late Breakfast / a cup of tea and a full debrief to my
friend( the landowner) who knew the farmer- such is the small world of farming.
This time Id flown for 3 mins less , yet done 0.4 nm further and achieved my
bucket list goal.
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So, end of the day, it was two hops and a Calf (Half), with thanks to (the
late great and sadly missed ) Les Hancock and Paul Bishop for their help.
Some 16 years later and the memories are just as vivid. Delta Victor flew
lovely, the Subaru got three people, two tanks and a complete kit inside it
comfortably and a memory was etched which will last a lifetime.
Winter flying is sometimes just flipping magical.
Happy hopping in 2022 everyone – stay safe
Sponsorship ?
There is now an opportunity to sponsor the website and Newsletter . With the
unfortunate death of Andy Richardson, the Solo Ace sponsorship has ended
and we have naturally concluded our time with Icom UK ( for which we thank
Ian Lockyer for their support).
So, going forward I am actively looking for a sponsor who will inject a sense of
purpose to continue doing the newsletter .
This doesn’t have to be balloon related directly but associated brands would be
considered . Any interest please contact me for terms at
Steve.roake@gmail.com many thanks.
And lastly
As we close for Christmas and the new year, the number of people subscribing
to the Facebook page has reached 1805. And we enter 2022 (our 18th year ) in
rude health.
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com
Ó Cloudhoppers.org
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